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ACROSS
Investment ultimately given up by the public 
going through exchange? (4,4)

1

A retrospective collection of songs, entering 
chart, is wild (6)

5

One wearing extra rippled material (5)10
Comfort innocent cousin consumed by anger? 
(9)

11

Edge retained by foreign agent that's elusive 
(6)

12

Italian used in understated translation on 
screen (8)

13

NRA: "Crime has not troubled people with 
the right to bear arms" (5,9)

14

Unsettled lass is resting after doctor's initial 
call for help (8,6)

18

Follow street inside school at back of office 
(8)

22

It's needed at the end to appreciate figures (6)24
Inattentive lie mostly exposed in patent (9)26
Contents of pan and wok, with last bit of 
spice, should be stirred? (5)

27

Unbroken tile missing hard bit (6)28
Peacocks and snakes rest uneasily (8)29

DOWN
Person holding problem up is creating 
confusion (8)

1

Binder found in blaze at university, it's said 
(7)

2

Unkind remark about a great deal currently 
fashionable (5,4)

3

Identify centre of streamed image (4)4
Sealed section of road ultimately could be 
fully developed (5)

6

Purify speed in empty can? (7)7
Sporting official protected by agent returned 
favour (6)

8

Carbon paper kept in, for instance, bags (8)9
Great artistic performers from group join up 
(8)

15

Bad people in claims worked around 
requirements at first (9)

16

Survivors coming to the end of pressure 
bandages (8)

17

Protein hormone's abuse, largely at home (7)19
Hurtful denial one attributed to a few (7)20
Those working under cover operations lifted 
sanctions (6)

21

Fighting spirit was back (5)23
Minister of religion, extremely deficient, is 
concerning? (2,2)
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